LEAP Summer 2020 - Virtual Work Based Learning
Small groups, meaningful projects, leaders in training

Learn, Earn and Prosper goes online this summer with a twist! Join a team of your peers, 16-21, and get paid up to 25 hours a week for 4 weeks.

LEAP’s Virtual Work Based Learning

- Participants complete work based learning projects to develop independence, professionalism and leadership skills
- A weekly training offset for up to 25 hours a week
- Experienced LEAP Facilitators support participants through daily supervision and bi-weekly team meetings
- Weekly wrap-up meetings offer participants a chance to celebrate successes, share updates, demonstrate learning, access resources and more
- Facilitated professional development plan including weekly goals and work based learning project
- Access to all Choose Your Own Adventure Sessions (see flyer)

Applications due June 15th! To Apply or Learn More:

Contact Kaelyn Modrak, LEAP Program Manager, at 802-777-1921 or kmodrak@resourcevt.org.
Sample Work Based Learning Project:

The LEAP Elder Story Project is an initiative intended to connect blind and visually impaired youth with older Americans in their community through the power of first-person true narrative. The goal of the project is to enhance written and oral communication skills among the youth and increase connectedness across generations.

Students will learn important work skills such as teleworking; maintaining a detailed and accurate timesheet for independent work; appropriate attire and set-up for virtual work platforms, such as Zoom or Google HangOut. Students will practice setting and reaching goals; communicating with partners and consultants; necessary organizational skills; and using accommodations.